Clarifications given to the prospective bidder having queries in relation to E-tender cum Reverse Auction for Handing of Containers and Cargo at Raipur Container Terminal as well as Multi-Modal Logistics Park at Naya Raipur.

Query 1) At present 2 No.s of RST are deployed at ICD Raipur. The topographical conditions after demarcation requires deployment of One More RST. In such situation, how only one RST will suffice for ICD Raipur.

Clarification: The RST requirement is based on the current volumes at ICD Raipur, which may vary depending upon the market conditions. In the event if any additional RST is required the provision for increase/decrease of equipment is available in the tender.

Query 2) MMLP Naya Raipur is yet to start. Till such time Naya Raipur is ready for operations can both the RSTs be deployed at ICD Raipur.

Clarification: It is a hypothetical scenario and deployment of equipment should be done as per the tender conditions and as per requirement of respective terminals.

Query 3) Both ICD Raipur & MMLP Naya Raipur are expected to handle 22000 TEUS annually, as mentioned in the tender. What is the expected distribution of TEUs between two terminals? If volumes is higher at one place, one No. RST will not suffice.

Clarification: It is only indicative volume and exact bifurcation of the volumes cannot be ascertained at this stage.

Query 4): If the contractor does not own equipment’s of required age/year can he take on hire equipment of any age/year for deployment upto 120 days till he purchases machines of the required age/year.

Clarification: The equipment of lesser vintage than the minimum required vintage specified in the tender cannot be deployed under this contract.

Query 5) CONCOR has already invited tender for for Design, Manufacture, Supply and Commissioning of as many as 49 number of Reach Stackers (RSTs) at specified terminals of CONCOR vide tender No. CON/T/RSS/2017. What will be its effect on the subject tender once CONCOR procures those 49 RSTs?

Clarification: No such decision has been taken by the CONCOR Management at this stage. However, the provision under para 19 of Chapter IV takes care of such eventualities if any arises in future.

THERE WILL BE NO CHANGE IN THE TENDER SCHEDULE NOTIFIED EARLIER.

CHIEF GENERAL MANAGER